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SUMMARY

Beginning in 1944, nine nuclear materials production reactors were

constructed and operated on the Hanford Reservation. Eight of the reactors

operated from 1955 through 1964; nine operated most of 1964. Operating

reactor levels grew throughout the period reaching highest levels in the

" middle 1960's. Maximum average reactor power reached 23,501 MWt in December
of 1964. For 13 of i5 months maximum average power levels exceeded

20,000 MWt. For over 8 years maximum average power levels exceeded

15,000 MWt. Only one reactor now remains in operation.

Ali of the thermal energy produced in the reactors was released to the

environment; 90 to 97% of that energy entered the Columbia River directly.

The remaining 3 to 10% was transferred from retention basins to the atmosphere

or ground water by surface heat transfer, and leakage, respectively. The

reactors operated with direct once-through cooling with effluents being dis-

charged primarily at 70 to 90°C.

Numerous studies have been performed investigating the mixing charac-

teristics of the effluent plumes. These studies have shown that the effluents

mix rapidly vertically but slowly laterally until major topographic features

in the river force extensive mixing by wakes and secondary flcws. Flow

management by dams also appears to have a significant influence on Columbia

River thermal dynamics.

Studies on the persistence of the Hanford thermal discharges have indicated

that the free flowing reach near the Hanford discharges experiences much more

sur=ace heat transfer than impounded waters either upstream or downstream of

the Hanford reach. As a result, the bulk of the thermal additions introduced

by the production reactors was dissipated before effluents reached the

Washington-Oregon border.

Extensive study of the Hanfnrd ecosystem and anadramous fish migrating

through, to, and spawning in the Hanford reach has detailed the effects of

. thermal exposures on the local ecosystem and on salmonid fish. The general

conclusion is that Hanford thermal discharges caused no detectable harm to

the aquatic ecology nor did they injure in any measurable manner the salmon
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or trout fisheries. However, dam effects on the aquatic ecology of the

river, especially salmon and trout fisheries, may have masked Hanford thermal

effects within natural variation.
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HANFORDPRODUCTIONREACTORHEAT RELEASES1951-1971

INTRODUCTION

The Hanford Reservation consists of about 570 square miles of semiarid

lands in southeastern Washington. The Reservation was created in the early

1940's to permit production of weapons-grade nuclear materials. The Hanford

site was ideally suited to the task for several reasons, including sparse

population, ample cooling water supply, proximity to large electrical supply

facilities, favorable geology and geohydrology, and low precipitation.

Development of the site began with construction of B Reactor which was completed

in September 1944. Eventually nine reactors were constructed; eight of which

were employed solely for production of nuclear materials. The remaining N

Reactor has produced steam for Washington Public Power Supply System's Hanford

Generating Plant since 1966. The initial startup and deactivation dates of

the nine reactors are given in Table I.

TABLE I. Reactor Startup and Deactivation

Reactor Initial Startup Deactivation

B September 26, 1944 February 12, 1968

D December 17, 1944 June 26, 1967

F February 25, 1945 June 25, 1965

H Oct_ber 29, 1949 April 21, 1965

DR October 3, 1950 December 30, 1964

C November 18, 1952 April 25, 1969

KW January 4, 1955 February I, 1970

- KE April 17, 1955 January 28, 1971

N December 31, 1963 Currently in Operation

Because all of the reactors operated with once through cooling water from the

Columbia River, the plants were distributed along the river as it flowed

through the Reservation. Reactor areas (lO0 Areas) as vJellas other major

facility sites and roads are shown in Figure l as they currently exist.
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The purpose of this report is to document and detail the thermal releases

from the Hanford nuclear production reactors during the period 1951 through

1971, and to put these releases in historical perspective with respect to

changing Columbia River flows and temperatures. This information can also

be used as a foundation for further ecological evaluations.

When examining Hanford production-_actor thermal releases to the

Columbia River all related factors affecting the releases and the character-

. istics of the river should be considered. The major considerations in the

present study were the characteristics of the releases themselves (primarily

coolant flow rate, temperatures, discharge facilities, period of operation,

and level of operation) and the characteristics of the river in that reach

(primarily flow rate, temperature and mixing characteristics; the effects of

dam construction were also taken into account. In addition, this study

addressed ecological effects of thermal releases on aquatic species. Accord-

ingly, this report includes discussion of the reactor cooling systems, his-

torical heat releases, thermal mixing and transport studies, hydroelectric

power development, and ecologic effects of Hanford production reactor heat

releases on salmon and trout. Appendix A contains reactor operating statis-

tics._ and Appendix B provides computations of heat added to the Columbia

River between Priest Rapias Dam and Richla_Id, Washington.
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DESCRIPTIONOF THE REACTORCOOLINGSYSTEMS

The cooling system used was direct once-throUgh cooling with river water

flowing directly through the reactors. The primary circulating system is

shown in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 is an illustrationof a typical dual

production reactor area. Areas having _ production reactors were lO0 B

and C, lO0 KW and KE, and lO0 D and DR. Areas having single reactor facili-

ties were lO0 H and lO0 F. The typical cooling system for the eight reactors

is shown schematically in Figure 3 (the facilities at N Reactor are discussed

later). Figure 3 also shows the buildings (designatedby numbers) that _vere

used for different facets of cooling treatment.

Columbia River water was obtained through pump houses which enclosed 5

to 14 vertical deepwell pumps; the bottoms of the pump bowls were approxi-

mately II ft below normal flow water elevations.(a) The intake channels

from the pump houses into the river were dredged and lined with rock and

concrete. River water entered the pump house deepwell through traveling

screens which,prevented entrance of fish and debris. Combinations of 30-in.,

36-in., 42-in., and 48-in. lines passed circulating water from the river pump

houses (181 Bldg.) to reservoirs(b) in the 182 Building and chemical treat-

ment and filtering facilities in the 183 Building.

Although the Columbia River water is exceptionally pure it was necessary

to filter and chemically treat it at the 183 Building to prevent filming in

the reactor process tubes. Each reactor had a separate treatment plant

consisting of a head house, raw water flume, mixing chambers, distribution

(a) Much of the information concerning details of the circulating water
systems comes from References 1 and 2 which do not discuss IO0-KE and
IO0-KW reactor areas.

(b) Prior to plant modification in 1956-1957 under project CG-558 the reser-
voirs were used as the principal water supply source for the filter plants
and ultimately the reactors. Under project CG-558 flow modifications were
made to various plant facilities to permit significaqtly higher coolant
flow rates and thereby increase production of nuclear materials. After
CG-558 the reservoirs were used primarily for "export water" used as a
source for emergency cooling. Export water was water supplied tG off-plant
areas such as the 200 Area and to o_her reactor areas as needed.

4
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flume, flocculators, settling basins, collecting flume, influent flume,

filters, effluent and backwash piping, effluent flumes, and clearwells.

In the head house, alum (used as a flocculating agent), sulphuric aciQ

(to control pH), and chlorine (used as an algacide for control of algae

in the settling basins) were metered into the raw river water. Fhe combina-

. tion was mixed in the mixing chambers and conducted to paddle-wheel floccula-

tors and settling basins via the distribution flume. After particulates

. settled out, the circulatingwater entered gravity flow filter beds consist-

ing of layers of crushed gravel, sand, and crushed anthracite coal. An

organic polyelectrolyte filter aid was added during filtering to increase

efficiency. The filters were backwashed with water from the clearwells as

necessary to maintain proper operation.

From the filters the cooling water flowed by gravity into the clearwells.

The clearwells, which served to collect and store waters from the filters,

had storage capacities of approximately 3 x lO6 to lO7 gal. The filtered

water was then pumped or gravity drained into four large storage tanks in the

190 Building. The storage tanks provided water to the coolant pumps that

supplied cooling water to the reactor. Tank storage capacities varied from

about 7 x lO6 to 21 x lO6 gal. For normal operating flow rates there was

sufficient storage capacity to operate the reactor at full flow for more than

an hour without supply from the clearwells. Intake of 182 Reservoir storage

between re_'ctorareas provided additional supplies if required.

The 190 Building also housed the primary coolant pumps that supplied

high pressure cooling water to the reactors, and high tanks which could

supply 300,000 gal of emergency cooling water if pressure in the piping from

. the 190 Building to the reactor was lost. Gravity flow of emergency cooling

water from the export water system could supply coolant if Supplies in the

high tanks were exhausted.

Cooling water was supplied to the reactor building (I05 Building) at

600 psi. Water flowed into vertical inlet risers which paralleled each side

of the front face of the reactor. The coolant flowed from these risers through

as many as 46 4-in. crossheadersto inlet nozzles on each process tube.



The coolant then flowed through the process tube and around the fuel element

housed within the process tube. During irradiation the coolant was heated

by the ho: fuel element and adjacent graphite moderator. The coolant left

the reactor in a similar manner, passing through outlet nozzles, to

crossheaders, to two vertical risers which were interconnectedabove th_

reactor to a downcomer. The downcomer served to break the fall of water

from the crossover piping to the effluent lines. The downcomer was vented

to relieve trapped gases (air) and steam. Reactor outlet piping had a rated

working pressure of 150 psi. From the downcomer the effluent moved by

gravity from the reactor building through underground piping to large reten-

tion basins. The retention basins were designed to permit decay of short-

lived radioisotopes. The basins served another purpose by containing high

concentrationsof radioactive substances released during fuel element failures

until they could be removed to adjacent cribs for effective filtering through

the ground.

The retention basins varied considerably in size although operation was

,, similar in all of them. Effluent entered one end of the rectangular or

round retention basins, flowed throughor across the basins and exited from

the other side. Several of the basins had baffles to prevent the effluent

from channeling in the basins. The nominal dimensions, volumes, and estimated

flow-through times for the retention basins are given i_lTable 2. In

actuality, some channeling did occur thereby reducing travel times at certain

plants.

The reactor effluents left the retention basins by overflowing a weir

at one end of the basin. Effluent flowed into a downpipe to underground

piping leading to the outfall structure or, as necessary, to a crib for

isolation. The outfall structure consisted of three compartments. The

effluent flowed into one compartment, then overflowed into an adjacent

chamber which led via one or two effluent pipelines (depending on the plant)

center of the river for submerged vertical single port discharge. If flow

through the discharge effluent lines was obstructed, or if river water

elevation was extremely high, water could overflow the second chamber into a

third which led via a spillway to the river shore for shoreline surface



discharge. Submerged discharge in the center of the river was designed to

provide rapid dilution with river waters, both thermally and radiological ly.

TABLE 2. Retention Basin Statistics

Basin
Reactor Length Width, Depth, Volume Travel (a) Flow (b)

Basin (Dia.)ft. ft ft 103/ft Time, hr Rat.e, gpm
b

I07-B (c) 450 230 16 1656 2.38 87,000

107-CW (330) 16 1368 1.96 87,000 (c)

107-CE (330) 16 1368 I. 78 96,000

I07-D 450 230 16 1656 2.33 89,000

107-DR 450 230 16 1656 2.35 88,000

I07-F 450 230 16 1656 2.33 89,000

I07-H 600 270 15 2430 3.26 93,000

I07-KE (d) (250) 29 4270 (d) 2.59 206,000

107-KW(d) (250) 29 4270 (d) 2.57 208,000

,,, , --

(a) Computed from assumed flow rate and calculated basin volume.
(b) Nominal values for reactor flows in 1964.
(c) Because of excessive leakage from the I07-B retention basin effluent

from B reactor was routed to I07-CW.
(d) Three basins of the size given. Volume is total of all three basins.

N REACTORCOOLINGSYSTEM
..... , .,.,,

N Reactor has a different cooling system because its main reactor

oolant loop produces steam° A schematic of the cooling systems for N

Reactor and Hanford Generating Plant (HGP) is shown in Figure 4. There are

essentially three circulating circuits. The primary system coolant picks up

• heat in the reactor and transfers it to the secondary system coolant in a

steam generator. N Reactor is a pressurized water reactor using ultrapure
(2)

" water as the primary coolant, operating at approximately 1200-1500 psig.

In the steam generator energy from the primary coolant is bransferred via a

heat excha.nger to the secondary coolant which boils to steam. Pressure in

the secondary coolant in the steam generator is about I_0 psig. (3) This

low pressure steam is generally routed to the HGPwhere it is used to drive
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turbines, then condensed to liquid, and pumped back to the steam generator.

During periods when HGP is not operating it is routed to "dump" condensers

in the lO0 N Area for condensationand return to the steam generator. In

the condensers, thermal energy is transferred from the condensing steam to

circulating water from the river. Water is pumped from the river through

the condenser heat exchanger back to the river. This is true of both the

dump condensers and the HGP condensers. The major difference is that if

steam is routed to the HGP, a portion (slightly less than 25%) of the energy

in the steam can be transformed into electrical energy rather than dumped

into the river.

The intakes for N Reactor and HGP are very similar to the eight other

production reactors; however, the discharges are somewhat different, N

Reactor has a single port vertical outfall as do the other reactors but with

a velocity cap to provide more rapid mixing. HGP employs an outfall having

, four vertical ports positioned 50-ft apart on a diffuser line across the

central portion of the river providing even greater mixing than the single

ports.

II



HISTORICAL HEAT RELEASES

The Hanford production reactors represent a unique collection of histor-

ical industrial facilities in regard to thermal energy releases to the

environment. Several features of these facilities are not likely to be

duplicated at any other industrially developed site. For example:

• No other facilities of any significant size discharged waste heat into

the Columbia River for a considerabledistance upstream and downstream

of the reactor locations during the operating period of the reactors•

• The magnitude of the releases dwarf those of many comparable industrial

facilities.

• Because of the nature of the plants and their discharges, excellent

records exist providing reactor operating statistics.

• Reasonably coherent and consistent environmental analyses were performed

throughout the plant operating period.

• The plant facilities were very similar and were operated in very simi-

lar manners.

• The sites are in a relatively compact arrangement.

• With the exception of the effects of dam construction and operation

there was very little change in water quality entering the Hanford

Reservation during the operating period.

For these reasons the Hanford reactor heat releases are a valuable reference

point for future development in the Columbia Basin and at other sites around

the nation.

ENERGYOUTPUT

When the production reactors were designed and constructed (primarily

in the 1940's and early 1950's) the main concern was production of weapons-

grade nuclear materials. The early designs permitted small production rates

for nuclear materials and waste heat. The reactor designs were made with

little operational experience and very limited knowledge of optimal values

for production parameters. Their output was intially small until the

12



design and operational characteristics were expanded to achieve greater pro-

duction. The plants generally operated in two possible modes. Either the

plant output was limited by the power level or the plant output was limited

by the temperature of the effluent in the downcomer. During 1951-1955 power

levels in the six older reactors rarely exceeded 6000 MW. However, in 1956

and 1957 these reactors underwent flow modifications under project CG-558.

These modifications mot:. than doubled the potential reactor sustained power

levels. During the following years, as more experience was gained and minor

' modifications performed, the power level limits and downcomer temperatures

limits were successively raised; in the middle Ig60's all of the reactors

operated at near peak power levels. Eight of the nine production reactors

were operating in 1955 (N Reactor began in 1964); however, total maximum

average heat release at that time was only 6000 to 9000 MW. In March 1964,

the to_al maximum average heat release for these same reactors was nearly

21,000 MW.

Figures 5 through 8 illustrate the monthly energy released by the

production reactors in the period 1951-1971. In these figures the total

maximum average heat release is the sum of the monthly average power levels

during reactor operation for all of the reactors operated that month. This

total represents a reasonable estimate of the peak combined heat release

during the month since there would likely have been only a small portion of

the time that all reactors operated during the month. Also shown in the

figures is the integrated power released by the reactors in gigawatt days

(GWD). This number was obtained by multiplying the average power level

during reactor operation by the time during the month that the reactor

operated for each reactor and summing for all the reactors. The integrated

, power thus represents the total energy released to the environment during

the month. The third curve shown in these figures is the mean energy release

• to the river during the month and i_ computed as the integrated power divided

by the number of days in the month.

The development of production capacity at Hanford can readily be seen. /_
The maximum heat release was in December 1964 when all the reactors were

operating and river temperatures were low. The total maximum heat discharge

13



could have reached 23,501 MWduring the month. Integrated power was 604.1 GWD

and the mean monthly heat release computed to nearly 20,000 MT_,_19,490 MWt.

Six 1250 MWe nuclear generated stations today would generate 7500 MWe

total maximum power, and at 33% thermodynamic efficiency, 15,000 MTt total
maximum heat release. Using an annual plant factor of 0.7 including a

l-month refueling outage, these six plants would yield 352.2 GWDintegrated

heat rel_ase monthly and a mean monthly (30 days) heat release rate of

II,730 MWt. The Hanford production reactors exceeded 15,000 MWt in total

maximum heat release rate for 8 years between August 1959 and August 1967.

Monthly integrated power exceeded 353 GWD for over 8 years during the period

from December 1958 to August 1967.

Total maximum heat release rate exceeded 20,000 MWt for 13 of 15 months

between December 1963 and April 1965, and lO,O00 MWt for more than 13 years

between November 1956 and January 1970. Monthly integrated power exceeded

470 GWD in 19 months between March 1963 and April 1967; 235 GWD was exceeded

for 13 years between June 1956 and june 1969. Data for the average power

level during operation and the time operating efficiency (percent of month

reactor operated) are given for each reactor by month in Appendix A for the

period 1951-1971. Also given in Appendix A are the cooling water temperatures

into and out of the reactor, and the nominal coolant flow rate for each

reactor as recorded during the "last equilibrium operation."

The last equilibrium operation is the latest time (within the month) that

the reactor operated stably at operational limits. These temperatures and

flow rates should not be taken as maximum operating values, nor should they

necessarily be considered as an average operating value for that parameter.

Rather, they should be interpretedas typical operating values when reactor e

operation was stable. Computation of the power levels of the reactor using

the flow rates and temperaturesacross the reactor will result in values not
w

necessarily the same as those given in Appendix A. The average power levels

during operation and the time operating efficiencies are considered accurate.

14



Table A-I sh_ws the total maximum average power level (or heat release)

for that month (AVG. MW) and the integrated power (heat release) for the

month for the combined reactors in GWD. When both N reactor and HGPwere

operating, the difference between the energy released by N reactor and the

electrical production of HGP(a) is computed as N and represents the thermal

. energy release rate to the environment when both plants __r_ operating.

Examination of the table shows thai; after 1966 N Reactor rarely operated

when HGPcould not, making N a reasonable estimate of the N Reactor heat

release to the environment. The total maximum average heat release is the

sum of the average power levels during operation for all the reactors except

when HGPwas operating, for which N replaced the N Reactor contribution.

The integrated heat release includes the N Reactor thermal contribution at

its related time operating efficiency as well as subtracting HGPelectrical

generation at its related time operating efficiency. The integrated heat

release represents the total energy released to the environment for the

month. The mean monthly heat release rate to the environment may easily be

computed as the integrated power, GWD, divided by the number of days in the
month.

ENERGYTRANSFER

The energy produced by the reactors did not all reach the Columbia

River There were several mechanisms for energy transfer to the atmosphere

and the ground before entering the river. For example, a certain amount of

heat transfer occurred between the piping and the soil. No data exist to

determine the magnitude of that heat transfer; however, it is expected to be

relatively small due to the relative insulating value of soil. A far more

signficant heat transfer mechanism for the eight reactors was the heatJ

transfer to the atmosphere and ground from the retention basins. (b) During

. operation the hot effluent (occa_ionally greater than 90°C) passing through

the retention basins transfer','ed great quantities of heat and mass to the

atmosphere in the form of vapor plumes. These plumes rose I000 or 2000 ft

(a) All energy rates in the Appendices are given as thermal except for HGP
energy rates which are electrical.

(b) N Reactor did not empty retention basins and experienced no known leakage
between the dump condensers and the river shoreline.

15



in the air under certain conditions. When evaporative heat loss dominated

heat transfer to the atmosphere, Many of the retention basins leaked large

quantities of effluent to the ground waters which eventually flowed to the

Columbia River near the plant sites.

While ground-water flow speeds into the Columbia River from the retention

basins in the zones bordering the river were between IOand 30 ft/day,

normal ground-water influxes to the Columbia are estimated to cuntribute
(4)

over four times the thermal energy leaked i_rom reactor retention basins.

The piping between the 105 Reactor Buildings and the retention basins was

also observed to leak, The water table was observed to rise in the regions

of the retention basins and effluent lines. Large portions of these locally

raised water tables were at elevated temperatures. The six older reactor

areas had ground-water temperatures in excess of 70°C in extensive zones

underneath the retention basins. Leakage from the retention basins is

estimated to have been from 1 to 5% of the effluent flow from the reactor

based on available information. (4)

Based on temperature measurements of efflueni_s in the downcomer and

leaving the retention basins, an estimated 3 to 8% heat loss occurred as a

result of heat transfer to the atmosphere. There was also considerable

leakage from piping leading from the retention basins to the discharge in

the center of the river, as evidenced by thermal plume surveys with infrared

imagery, (5) lt is therefore very difficult to estimate the true heat

releases from the Hanford production reactors to the Columbia River. A

reasonable estimate is that probably 3 to 10% of the reactor thermal energy

generated was dissipated to the atmosphere before effluents entered the

river,, leaving 90 to 97% to enter the river.

FATE OF EFFLUENTS

Numerous studies have been performed to determine the fate of effluents

that entered the river from the production reactors. Mixing near the dis-

charges was observed to be rapid vertically so that even the highly buoyant

discharges from the production reactors were completely mixed vertically

within a few hundred yards of the outfall. Mixing laterally was observed to

proceed much slower than vertically. Narrow ribbons of effluent plume were

16



often observed downstream until major river features (such as islands and

bends in the river) enhanced lateral mixing. Lateral temperature profiles

at Richland, Washington, demonstrated that complete lateral mixing was not

obtained even to that point. Lateral mixing coefficients were observed to

vary from about 0.5 ft2/sec to 12.6 ft2/sec depending on the river location

and the buoyancy (lateral mixing increased for buoyant cases). (6) Generally
J

acceptable values for lateral eddy diffusivities upstream of Locke Island

are near 2 ft2/sec. (6) Dilution of effluents near the discharge have been
v

measured. (7) Dilution factors varied significantly for varying flow condi-

tions and reactor discharges. The dilutions to the points where the plumes

were first observed to strike the surface (about 50 ft downstream) were

estimated to be from 2 to 7 for ._ river flow of 36,000 cfs. (a) For the same

river flow dilution factors were estimated to be from 7 to 17 at I00 yd

downstream from where the plume surfaced, and from 17 to 37 at 400 yd down-

stream. (a) As a general rule the dilution increased directly with river

flow rate such that at a river flow of 360,000 cfs dilutions would be an

order of magnitude larger than those estimated at 36,000 cfs. As would be

expected, the data supporting those analyses display considerable scatter

evidencing highly varying turbulent characteristics.

(a) Dilutions were computed based on maximum plume measured temperatures and
efficiency and effluent temperatures recorded at the reactor downcomer.

Q.
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THERMAL CHANGES,, ,

Because of the magnitude of energy released to the Columbia River by

the production reactors, the importance of the river for commercial fishery

on the Pacific Coast, and the emerging concern with thermal discharges as

"pollution," numerous studies have been performed relating Hanford heat

releases to l) power development on the Columbia and 2) environmental effects

of large heat releases. The emerging interest in the environment and result-

ing environmental regulation brought about an extensive effort by Hanford

researchers to characterize and model the extent and persistence of the

Hanford thermal discharges. Additional monitoringwas performed on special

studies and analyzed. (8-II) A temperature monitoring system already in

existence on the Columbia was refined in 1964 to provided added data and

remove biases that may have existed in _,rior monitoring programs. Analysis

of data from this network and other studies with special computer routines

and the development of various river reservoirs computer models for heat

transfer and heat budget simulation led to several interesting observations

ranging from the effects of the dams on the hydrothermal character of the

Columbia River to the persistence of Ha,lford heat additions downstream of

the Hanford Reservation.

The Columbia River flows generally east across the northern portion of

the Hanford Reservation, then turns south forming the eastern boundary. The

Columbia is the second largest river in the United States with a discharge

at its mouth slightly larger than the Ohio River. (12) Because of the large

discharge, low suspended sediment load, and steep side slopes characterizing

the river, significant hydroelectric power development has occurred. At

present the only nontidal free flowing reach of the river is the 49-mile

length from the head of McNary Reservoir (behind McNary Dam) to Priest

Rapids Dam[river mile (RM) 397]. Except for about 9.5 miles immediately

below Priest Rapids Dam, this reach lies completely within or is bounded by
the Hanford Reservation.

The period of major construction and operation of the Hanford production

reactors (1951-1971) was also the period of major dam construction on the
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Columbia. Table 3 shows the river mile, the total storage, and the comple-

tion date for all U.S. dams on the mainstem of the Columbia River. In

addition to these dams other major dams on the Snake River (Ice Harbor,

Lower Monumental, Little Goose, Lower Granite, and others) contribute to

power development, navigation and flood control. However, since the Snake

" River enters the Columbia below the Reservation (about _ 325) flow control

on the Snake has no effect on the Columbia River flow past the Hanford

- Reservation. Additionaldam constructionon the upper Columbiaor its

tributariesin Canada and the U.S. CMica,Duncan, Hungry Horse, Libby, and

Arrow) will increasestoragevolumes fivefold over that of U.S. dams on the

mainstem of the Columbia and aid significantlyin flow control.

TABLE 3. SelectedDam Statistics

ReservoirLength Storage Capacity
Dam River Mile mi lOOO acre-ft CompletionYear

BonneviIIe 146 48 87 1938

The Dalles 192 24 53 1957

John Day 216 75 535 1968

McNary 292 59 185 1953

Priest Rapids 397 56 44.8 1959

Wanapum 415 18 160.8 1965

Rock Island 453 20 8.6 1933

'l
Rocky Reach 474 42 36 1961

Wells 516 28 125 / 1970
Chief Joseph 545 51 115 / 1955

Grand Coulee 597 151 5232 1941

• Damconstruction has had a major influence on Columbia River flows and

temperature, thereby affecting both Hanford reactor operations and analyses

of environmental effects of those operations. The impoundment of waters in

the Snake and Upper Columbia Rivers has substantially reduced high water

discharge. This is the intended effect of the 1971 Columbia Treaty between

the United States and Canada, which provided for flood control on the Columbia
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and its tributaries. The effective storage of spring and summer runoff waters

has signficantly aided in meeting large power demands during the winter

through hydroelectric generation. At the same time, storage has created a

temporal shift in the river temperature cycle, For example, the construction

of Grand Coulee Damproduced a permanent delay of about 30 days in arrival

of peak temperatures at locations downstream. Similarly, watars with peak

temperatures arrive at Priest Rapids about 7 to I0 days later than they

reach Rock Island.(13) Previously,peak temperatureswere simultaneousat

these locations. The shifts are generallyattributed to increasedflow

times throughreservoirsbehind the dams.

Another temperatureeffect observedas a result of dam constructionon

the Upper Columbia is the loweringof peak and average temperatures, lt has

been predictedthat the averageAugust-Septembertemperaturesat Priest

Rapids Dam after completionof the Canadian Dams will be nearly 2°C lower

than the average 1961-1967temperatures.(i3) Constructionof the Canadian

Dams is predictedto lower temperaturesof water emerging from Grand Coulee

Dam by as much as as 4°C as compared to averagepeak temperaturesfor'the

period 1929 through i957.(13) Lower Columbia River temperaturesand cycle

shiftingare most pronouncedupstreamfrom the mouth of the Snake River.

The Columbiaseems to eGuilibrateconsiderablybetweenMcNary Dam and Bonne-

ville Dam. The bulk of this is due to climatologicaland hydrodynamic

conditionscharacteristicof that reach. The Snake River raises temperatures

in the Columbia particularlyin late summer.

Additional findingsconcerningthermal characteristicsof the Columbia

River are as follows-(15)

• Dam impoundmentsrespondmuch more slowly to thermal additionsthan

free flowingriver reachesevidencing larger heat transfercoefficients

for free flowing rivers.

• Columbia River temperaturesappear to be closely related to river

management practices(hydroelectricand storageoperations).

• Temperaturesin the free flowing reach be_een Priest Rapids and Rich-

land gain from 0.5 to 0.90°C in August and Septemberdue to natural

heating in the absence of thermal discharges.
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• The majority of thermal energy released by the productionreactors in

Ig6g was dissipated to the atmosphere before effluentsreached the

confluencewith the Snake. At .he Oregon-Washingtonborder between 60

and 95_ of the thermaladditionsof the productionreactors had been

dissipated,with the average dissipationbeing 65%. At Bonnevilleonly

. about 20% of the productionreactor heat release (lg69) remained in the

river.

u

• An annual thermal addition of 4000 MWt is attributable to the Snake

River. During August and early September the addition is nearly twice

the annual average. With the completion of the Canadian Treaty Dams

this summer addition may rise to over 15,000 MWt.

• Thermal additions in winter persist further downstream than those same

discharges in summer.

• Studies concerning the thermal capacity of the C_olumbia indicate that

there is a potential for addition of from 20 to 25 GWt in the zone
between Grand Coulee and Pasco, Washington, within state water quality
criteria.(l 6)

The data in Appendix B illustrate the magnitude of thermal changes in the

Hanford reach of the Columbia. Specifically, these data include the monthly

average Priest Rapids temperature, Richland temperature, Columbia River

discharge; the computed heat additions between Priest Rapids and Richland

ibased on their temperatures and the flow of the Columbia); the monthly mean

heat additions by the Hanford production reactors (which lie between these

sampling points); and the difference between the computed means and the

reactor heat additions for the period of June 1964 through December 1971.

. The values given in Appendix B demonstrate that flow management tends to

have a large influence on the natural heat gain. During high flow periods

. computed natural monthly mean heat gains often exceeding 20,000 MWt were
observed. During low flow periods the Hanford production reactor contribu-

tions formed a large part of the gross thermal gain of the river.
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ECOLOGICALEFFECTSOF THE HANFORDDISCHARGES

As early as 1945 ecologists were studying the effects of the Hanford

production reactor discharges on the flora and fauna of the Columbia River

in the Hanford reach. Generally, these studies have endeavored to determine

the effect of Hanford productionreactoroperationson economicallyimportant

species, primarilysalmon and trout.

Effectsconsidered includethermalshock, thermal tolerance,upper ther-

mal lethal limits,and, to a limitedextent, temperaturein regard to infec-

tious diseasesand gas bubble disease. Additional studies have been performed

on migratingfish past the discharges,on the number of fish spawning in the

Hanford reach, and on the effects of temperatureon annual fish and insect

cycles. These studies have demonstratedthe followingresults.(17)

• "Cold water" fish such as salmon have a much narrower tolerant tempera-

ture band than other fish; durationof exposure plays a critical part

in loss of equilibriaand mortality.

• Field studiesfrom March throughSeptember 1968'and 1969 were conducted

to determinemortality of juvenile salmonidsdrifted through effluent

plumes in liveboxes. Drifts through shorelineareas near seepage from

retentionbasins resulted in significantmortalitiesamong only a few

test groups. Drifts throughmidriver effluent plumes resulted in

losses only during unfavorablelate summer conditions.

• "Columnaris"disease (a myxo.-bacterialinfection)associatedwii:hthe

Columbia River in warmer months has not been linked to the Hanford dis-

charges. Mortalityof fish subjectedto large doses of Columnarisorgan-

isms was higher in warmer waters than cooler. Fish laddersappear to

have much higher concentrationsof the organism than other river loca-

tions.

• The problemof nitrogen supersaturation,which causes gas-bubbledisease,

may be enhanced in warmer water temperatures. Nitrogen supersaturation

is linked primarily to entrainment and compression of air in dam spill-

ways. Gas-bubble disease was not an obvious problem in the Hanford
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reach; however,heat releases at Hanfordmay have contributedin a very

minor way to occur_nce at downstreamdams.

• Rainbow trout and chinook salmonwere selectivelypreyed upon by larger

fish after being subjectedat sub-lethalexposures to water at lethal

temperatures(i.e.,thermallyshocked) in the laboratory. Significant

increasesin predationrates were found when chinook salmon and rainbow

trout receivedthermaldoses that were lO and _0% of doses causing

. equilibriumloss.

• Juvenile fish appeared to be more resistantto warm temperatureeffects

than adults.

• Migrating fish appear to prefer shorelineareas particularlythe area

across from shorelineseepagesof reactoreffluents. Definite rheotaxis

(thermalavoidance)was exhibited by migratingfish in the region of

the shorelineeffluent seepagesnear the reactor retentionbasins.

® Changes in the timing of emergenceof caddisflies (Trichoptera)have

been related to river temperatures. Caddisflyemergenceoccurred a

few weeks earlier in waters immediatelydownstream of the effluent

discharges,slightlylater in well mixed waters further downstream,and

latest upstreamof the reactors, lt is felt this would have little

effect on annual biologic cycles of juvenile fish of which 96,_of their

diet is adult and larval insects (the bulk of which are midges).

• The annual census of spawning fall chinook salmon in the Hanford reach,

begun in 1947, has failed to illustrateany deleteriouseffectsof the

Hanford discharges. Dam constructionhas displacedmany spawning fish

such that rearing nests in the Hanfordreach have generallyincreased.

• This indicatesthat spawning in the Hanford reach has not been despoiled,

and that Hanford heat releases have not resulted in a catastrophic

, fisheries disaster.

• Tests on manually spawned fertilized salmon eggs taken from fish cap-

tured below Priest Rapids and reared at temperatures elevated above

those in the river showed normal mortality (for hatchery operations)

and increased body weight (factor of 1.4 for each 2°F rise above
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ambient to 12°F) for the eggs and young. The question exists whether

or not warmer winter and spring waters might not increase body weight

of migrants thereby improving survivorship until seaward migration.

(Size of young at release from hatcheries is known to influence the

number of adults returning.)

A general conclusion is that the Hanford production reactor thermal

discharges have had mo detectable harmful influence on the Hanford reach

aquatic environment including salmon and trout. o

Damdevelopment on the Columbia and its tributaries has had a major

effect on migrating salmon and trout. Although steps have been taken to

mitigate the influence of dam construction on the_e anadromous fish (fish

ladders, restocking, etc.), there is little doubt that dams have contributed

to reducing or eliminating return of spawning fish to certain portions of

the Columbia and its tributaries, increased mortality of spawning fish

through mechanical stresses, increased incidence of infectious disease and gas

bubble disease, and caused relocation of major spawning grounds.

The influences of dam construction and operation and other factors

(e.g., irrigation return) on the Columbia River fisheries and the Hanford

aquatic ecology tend to mask the effects of the Hanford production reactors,

and consequently, a definitive link between changes in the aquatic ecology

and fisheries and the operations at Hanford is difficult to establish.

Without segregating the effects of dams, irrigation and Hanford operations,

it is unlikely that any discernible deleterious environmental effect can be

attributable to Hanford production reactor operations.
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• APPENDIX B

COMPARISONSOF COLUMBIA RIVER HEA..TGAIN WITH REACTORADD.,,I,TIONS
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